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Psychosynthesis:
New Perspectives and Creative Research

“Wit and wisdom to guide
the unfoldment of your potential.”    API- UK
Fifteen authors explore a
variety of perspectives on
Psychosynthesis in the modern world – including the
transforming effect of love in
the therapeutic process, the
need for authentic relationship for therapy to be effective, how astrology can impact
upon therapeutic work, the
hidden mythic depths in the
Harry Potter stories, how to
go beyond protest and blame
towards international cooperation, aspects of training, biblical literature, alchemy and
gnosticism. Case studies and
a sprinkling of first class poetry – all steeped in the visions
and values of Psychosynthesis
– make this collection a must
for all practitioners and everyone who wants to further
their own personal and spiritual development.

CONTENTS

Linders

• Introduction to
Psychosynthesis - Will
Parfitt

• From Anamnesis: The
Remembering of Soul, 3 Jay Ramsay

• True Self, False Self:
Leaving The Punch & Judy
Show: Exploring training
in psychosynthesis - Mike
Stillwell

• Warm Justice: Cheap
Holiday in Other People’s
Misery?: An experience
of prison and a deep case
study working with inmates
- Keith Hackwood

• Tree - Roderick Field
• The Universal Solvent:
The transforming effect of
love in the therapeutic process   - Anon
• The Zechariah Project:
Comparing psychosynthesis
models and
• Biblical literature - Previn
Karian
• Shadows of the Past Ricky N. Lock
• Authenticity &
Relationship: Conflict or
Synthesis?: The dynamic
between the need for relationship and the drive for
authenticity - Alan Robinson
• Voyage Through The
Liminal Realms: An exploration through poetry of
change, crisis and the therapeutic process   - Rachael
Clyne
• A Patent on God:
Influences on Roberto
Assagioli: The influence
of Gnosticism and Christian
Mysticism on the founder
of psychosynthesis - Ellis

• Dear Me - Marilyn
Mehlmann
• Four Fundamental
Questions: Four
Fundamental Answers:
The correspondence between existentialism and alchemy - Anon The Voice of
Heart - Roderick Field
• Why Forgiving Ourselves
and Each Other is the Path
to Global Justice: Beyond
protest and blame, towards
citizen-led international cooperation - John Bunzl
• Considering the
Philosopher’s Stone: A poetic exploration of the hidden mythical depths in the
Harry Potter stories   - Mike
Stillwell
• Dancing the Twelve Steps
of Soul: Exploring how
astrology can impact upon
and inform therapeutic work
- Keith Hackwood and Mark
Jones
• Biographies of contributors		
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